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ABSTRACT
Text tagging has gained a growing attention as a way of associating metadata that supports information
retrieval and classification. To resolve the difficulties of manual tagging, tag recommendation has emerged as a
solution to assist users in tagging by presenting a list of relevant tags. However, the majority of existing
approaches for tag recommendation have focused on domain-specific tagging and tackled long-form text. Opendomain tagging can be challenging due to the lack of comprehensive knowledge and the intensive computations
involved. Furthermore, tagging of short text can be problematic due to the difficulty of extracting statistical
features. In terms of the language, most efforts have focused on tagging text written in English. The tagging of
Arabic text has been challenged by the difficulty of processing the Arabic language and the lack of knowledge
sources in Arabic.
This work proposes an approach for tag recommendation for short Arabic text. It exploits the Arabic Wikipedia
as a background knowledge and uses it to generate tags in response to input short text. Latent semantic analysis
is exploited to analyze Wikipedia content and find articles relevant to the input text. Then, tags are selected from
the titles and categories of these articles and are ranked according to relevance.
The approach was evaluated based on experts' ratings of relevance of 993 tags. Results showed that the
approach achieved 84.39% mean average precision and 96.53% mean reciprocal rank. A thorough discussion of
results is given to highlight the limitations and the strengths of the approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the massive daily increase of data on the internet, especially text, automatic tagging services that
attach informative and descriptive tags to texts have become a necessity for information aggregation
and sharing [1]. Tagging is the practice of creating and managing labels called tags that categorize or
describe the content by using simple keywords [2]. Many social media platforms, such as Twitter,
Facebook and Flicker, provide their users with functionalities for manual tagging to support content
categorization and search. However, manual tagging has many documented limitations, including
being laborious, ambiguous and error-prone [3]-[4]. In addition, users are often permitted to use their
own conventions and interests when creating tags, a thing that makes tags noisy and sparse.
Alternatively, automatic text tagging has been investigated in several studies to generate tags without
or with minimal intervention from the user [5]-[6]. Automatic text tagging techniques can be classified
into two categories based on the source of generated tags [5]: 1) content-based tagging, which extracts
tags from the target content by employing information extraction or text categorization techniques; 2)
knowledge-based techniques, which use external knowledge sources, such as ontologies [7],
folksonomies [8], Wikipedia [9] or Linked Open Data [10] to recommend tags related to the target
content. These knowledge sources can support the tagging process by disambiguating words, inferring
relationships and leading to better understandability of the target content [11].
Most of the work related to tag recommendation has been applied to long-form text [5]. When it
comes to social media, text often has unique characteristics that pose additional challenges. It is often
extremely short, poorly composed and tend to be more informal [12]-[13]. These challenges can
obstruct the extraction of textual features of short text by applying conventional statistical techniques
that work with long text [14]. In addition, most existing efforts have focused on domain-specific
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tagging. Open-domain tag recommendation can be challenging due to the lack of comprehensive
knowledge sources and the intensive computations involved [10]. From the perspective of the
language, the majority of works have focused on tagging text written in English or Latin languages.
These works benefited from the advancement in the processing of these languages and the presence of
rich English -and Latin-based knowledge resources. However, there has been little effort to support tag
recommendation for Arabic texts on social media [7]. This has been challenged by the difficulties
associated with the processing of the Arabic language and the lack of comprehensive knowledge
sources in Arabic [15].
Driven by the above discussion, this work proposes a tag recommendation approach that generates and
recommends tags for short Arabic texts. It aims to support open-domain tagging by using the Arabic
version of Wikipedia as background knowledge. The choice of Arabic Wikipedia is motivated by its
large coverage of various subject areas, a thing that makes it adequate for open-domain text tagging.
Given an Arabic short text as input, the proposed approach will suggest a ranked list of tags with high
affinity for input text. These tags are selected from Wikipedia articles that closely match with the input
text. To achieve that, a topic model for Wikipedia is first created by using Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) [16]. Without yet delving into the underlying theory, LSA is a matrix-factorization method
commonly used in natural language processing and information retrieval. It seeks to better understand
a corpus of documents and the relationships between the words in those documents. LSA is used to
distil the Wikipedia as a corpus into a set of relevant concepts, each of which corresponds to a topic
that the Wikipedia discusses. It then captures the relationships between documents and concepts and
between terms and concepts. This can create a simpler representation of Wikipedia that makes it easy
to find the set of articles relevant to terms in the input text. LSA is used in this work for the following
reasons: First, it can create a low-dimensional representation of the corpus and thus can effectively
handle huge data volumes as with Wikipedia. Second, it produces results that are more robust
indicators of meaning as compared to the traditional word co-occurrence models. This is due to its
ability to extract features that capture underlying latent semantic structure in the term usage across
documents[17].
To handle the heavy computations involved in LSA, a cluster of computers was constructed and
operated by using Apache Spark [18] as a parallel processing framework. The proposed approach was
evaluated by tagging a set of 100 tweets and then assessing the relevance of generated tags. In total,
993 tags generated by our approach were rated as being "relevant" or "irrelevant" by human experts.
Results showed that the approach achieved 84.39% mean average precision and 96.53% mean
reciprocal rank. Results were also discussed in detail to highlight the limitations and the strengths of
the approach.

2. RELATED WORK
Tag recommendation methods can be classified into four categories based on the underlying
technology [5], [19]. The first category is tag co-occurrence methods, which exploit tags previously
assigned to a collection of objects to suggest candidate tags to new objects [20]-[23]. They often
exploit metrics related to tag frequency to suggest related tags based on tags already associated with
other texts. The limitation of these works is that they assume the existence of a tagged corpus.
The second group of methods is content-based. These works do not use external corpora, but exploit
the textual features of the target text, such as TF-IDF and association rules, to extract candidate terms
and phrases and use them as tags [24]-[27]. The main issue with content-based techniques is that they
become ineffective when applied on short texts such as tweets. They also lack novelty, because they
generate tags that are already part of the target content [5]. Supervised approaches for tag
recommendation also fall in this category. As recommendation can be modelled as a ranking problem,
supervised approaches often use training samples consisting of candidate tags to which relevance
labels are assigned as ground truth. The aim is to generate a model that maps the tag quality attributes
into a relevance score or rank. Several works tried to model the tag recommendation problem as a
multi-label text classification task by using different classifiers, such as Naïve Bayes [14], [28] and
deep neural networks [29]-[31]. However, supervised approaches are often applicable to restricted
domains and are challenged by the difficulty of obtaining labelled data.
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Another category of tag recommenders include matrix factorization-based methods under which this
work falls. These methods use matrix factorization to model pairwise interactions between users, items
and tags, such as the ranking preferences of tags for each pair user-item [32]-[33]. Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichet Allocation (LDA) are often used to process and decompose the
co-occurrence matrix [34, 35]. LSA learns latent topics by performing a matrix decomposition (SVD)
on the term-document matrix. LDA is a probabilistic topic model, where the goal is to decompose a
term by the document probability distribution into two distributions: the term by topic distribution and
the topic by document distribution. This work uses LSA rather than LDA, because the lowdimensional representation generated by LSA enables to easily measure similarities and no further
processing is needed once it is obtained. The separation between the term, document and concept
spaces in the outputs of LSA makes it easy to calculate term-to-term, document-to-document and
term-to-document relevance by using cosine measure. In addition, there is a lack of well-established
methods to choose the number of topics in LDA and it is unrealistic to test different numbers of topics
until the best result is achieved [17].
Another common method for tag recommendation is based on graph analysis. Graph-based methods
extract tags by analyzing the neighbourhood of the target text or user [36]-[37]. These methods are
commonly used for tag recommendation in social networks [38]-[39], where the nodes of the graph
correspond to users and edges connecting users. Collaborative filtering techniques [40]-[41] fall in this
category, because they exploit the tagging history of users who are similar to the target user. These
methods require the presence of graph datasets that capture the tagging behaviour and links between
users.
The fourth category of methods for tag recommendation includes clustering-based methods which
recommend tags based on clusters or topics of objects [42]-[43]. Given a collection of documents,
these method start by applying a clustering or a classification algorithm to divide documents into
groups. Then, tagging a new document is performed by first classifying that document into one or
more clusters and then selecting the most relevant tags from those clusters as recommended tags.
Despite the potential of clustering in reducing dimensionality of the problem, generic tags that
describe the whole cluster are often generated, but are less descriptive of the specific content being
tagged. These methods also do not perform well with short texts.
Besides the aforementioned categories, some works have tried to combine methods from multiple
categories to improve the performance. For example, P. Lops, M. De Gemmis, G. Semeraro, C. Musto
and F. Narducci [44] proposed an approach that combined collaborative filtering based on community
tagging behaviour and content-based heuristic techniques. P. Symeonidis [45] combined tag clustering
with matrix factorization. M. Lipczak, Y. Hu, Y. Kollet and E. Milios [46] proposed a method that
extracts terms from the title and description of the target object (a content-based technique) and then
expands the set of candidate tags by exploiting tag co-occurrences. Several efforts have tried to
overcome the challenges of short-text processing by exploiting complementary knowledge sources,
such as ontologies [7], Wikipedia [9] and Linked Open Data [10] to generate tags.
In the domain of Arabic language, several studies have explored the use of matrix factorization
techniques, such as LSA and LDA, to process Arabic texts for different purposes. For example, F. S.
Al-Anzi and D. AbuZeina [47] used LSA for classifying Arabic documents. They compared LSA with
other classification methods and found that LSA outperforms the TF-IDF-based methods. Some works
used LSA for Arabic text summarization [48]-[50] and found that LSA improved the clustering
performance and resolves issues related to noisy information. M. Naili, A. H. Chaibi and H. B.
Ghézala [51] used LDA to identify topics in Arabic texts and examined the impact of using different
LDA parameters and Arabic stemmers. R. Mezher and N. Omar [52] approached the problem of
automatic Arabic essay scoring by exploiting both syntactic features of text and LSA and found that
augmenting the similarity matrix of LSA with syntactic features could improve the results. Although
our work is similar to the aforementioned efforts with regard to the use of LSA on Arabic text, it
differs in two aspects: 1) it has a different objective, which is tag recommendation for short Arabic
text, whose features cannot be easily captured as compared to the long-form text. 2) Previous works
applied LSA on the target content, but we applied it on the Arabic Wikipedia as a complementary
knowledge source. 3) We tackled issues related to the processing of the enormous content of
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Wikipedia by using Apache Spark as a parallel processing framework and performing dimensionality
reduction.
Recently, there has been a growing interest among Arab researchers to exploit the Arabic version of
Wikipedia for different purposes in computer science. Some works exploited the semi-structured
content of Wikipedia to construct ontologies [53]-[54]. Others used Wikipedia features and structure
to build Arabic-named entity corpora [55]-[56] or for entity linking [57]. Wikipedia-based categories
have been also exploited to improve the categorization of Arabic text [58]. Some works used the
Arabic Wikipedia to expand queries submitted to search engines or question answering systems [59].
The work in this paper adds to previous knowledge by extending the use of Arabic Wikipedia to
support open-domain text tagging.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH
The overall approach for tag recommendation is depicted in Figure 1 and is summarized as follows: It
starts by reading, cleansing and processing the Wikipedia content to create a document-term matrix.
Then, LSA is applied by performing Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the document-term
matrix. This creates a low-rank approximation of the original matrix that models concepts in
Wikipedia as well as the pairwise relations between terms, documents and concepts. The outputs of
SVD will form the core of the tag recommendation system that will serve user queries as shown in the
bottom part of Figure 1.
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Figure 1. An approach for tag recommendation for short Arabic text based on LSA of Wikipedia.
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It takes input text in Arabic, converts it into TF-IDF vector and compares it with concept vectors in
SVD results. The aim is to find the concept that is most similar to the input text, which in turn will
yield finding Wikipedia articles relevant to the input text. Finally, tags are selected from the titles and
categories of these articles and are ranked according to their relevance scores. The approach is
explained in detail in the following sections.

4. PRE-PROCESSING OF ARABIC WIKIPEDIA
Wikipedia makes its content available as XML dump files. For this work, we used the dump file of the
Arabic version of Wikipedia published in October 2019. It contains 1,238,570 pages, including
435,672 actual articles and 267,580 categories. Pre-processing the Arabic Wikipedia, which is about
6.4 GB of raw text and performing the LSA computations demand a huge memory and processing
power. Thus, we used a cluster of computers and Apache Spark as a cluster-computing framework.
Apache Spark can distribute computational power to automatically parallelize and execute tasks on a
large cluster of computers. It also provides a highly-optimized machine learning library called MLlib
[60] which can perform matrix factorization on numerous datasets.
The dump file was first parsed to filter out non-informative pages, such as disambiguation pages,
redirect pages, empty pages and templates. This has left only 435675 articles (about 35% of total
articles) to be used for LSA. These articles were then processed to extract the textual content, the title
and the associated categories. Table 1 presents some details of the pre-processed content.
Table 1. Information on the pre-processed content of Arabic Wikipedia.
Size of XML dump file
No. of categories
No. of pages
No. of redirect pages
No. of disambiguation pages
No. of template pages
No. of discussion pages
No. of pages with empty body
No. of articles used for LSA

6.39 GB
267580
1238570
437726
10473
345759
181
8756
435675

Articles were further processed by performing text pre-processing steps, including cleansing,
normalization, stemming and stop-word removal. The cleansing step aims to remove words and
phrases that increase the size of the corpus but do not affect the performance, such as the Latin
alphabets, special characters, numbers and punctuations. This can both save space and improve
fidelity. Normalization is then applied to convert the text into a more convenient and standard form.
Normalization of Arabic text may be more complicated as compared to English text, because Arabic
words are often connected to pronouns, prefixes and suffixes. In addition, Arabic letters such the ' 'أor
' 'يmay be written in different ways. The Stanford Arabic Word Segmenter [61] was used to apply
orthographic normalization to raw Arabic text. Afterwards, light stemming [62] was performed to
reduce inflected or derived words to their word stem, base or root form. This is crucial, because
different formations and derivations of the word may degrade the performance of LSA. We used
Farasa [63] for light stemming of Arabic text.
After the pre-processing phase, each Wikipedia article was represented as a title, a list of tokens
(cleansed, stemmed and non-stop-words) and a list of associated categories. The next step is related to
the articles' details to vectors, which are necessary to perform SVD.

5. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD)
Each article should be represented as a TF-IDF vector. This is done by computing the frequencies of
each term within the document and within the entire Wikipedia. Since TF-IDF vectors are likely to
have lots of zero values, they are converted into sparse vectors. A sparse-vector representation is more
space-efficient, since it only stores the indices of the terms and non-zero values. The collection of
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sparse vectors form the document-term matrix, where each row corresponds to a document, each
column corresponds to a term and each element indicates the importance of a term to a document.
With the document-term matrix in hand, the analysis can proceed to factorization and dimensionality
reduction. MLlib, the machine learning library in Apache Spark, contains an implementation of the
SVD that can process enormous matrices. SVD takes the document-term matrix and returns three
matrices that approximately equal it when multiplied together, as shown in the following Equation.

where:
-

M is the document-term matrix that is input to the SVD implementation.

-

m, n, k are the number of documents, number of terms and number of concepts, respectively.

-

U is an m  k matrix, where each row corresponds to a document and each column corresponds to
a concept. Each element in U refers to the importance of a document to a concept. Thus, it defines
a mapping between the document space and the concept space.

-

VT is a k  n matrix whose columns are basis of the term space. Each column corresponds to a
term and each row corresponds to a concept. Each element in VT refers to the importance of a
term to a concept. Thus, it defines a mapping between the term space and the concept space.

-

S is a k  k diagonal matrix, where each diagonal element in S corresponds to a single concept
(and thus a row in VT and a column in U). A concept captures a thread of variation in the data and
often corresponds to a topic that Wikipedia discusses. Each element in S corresponds to the
importance of a concept in the corpus.

Note that the three matrices are related so that each diagonal element in S corresponds to a column in
U and a row in VT. The decomposition is parameterized with a number k, less than or equal to n,
which indicates how many concepts to keep around. k should be chosen to be less than n to create a
low-dimensional approximation of the original document-term matrix. A key insight of LSA is that
only a small number of concepts is required to ensure that the approximation will be the closest
possible to the original matrix. Based on other studies that used LSA with Wikipedia [64, 65], k was
chosen to be 1000 in our experiment, which is enough to represent the number of different topics
discussed in the Arabic Wikipedia.
To illustrate how SVD outputs are interpreted in our approach to find Wikipedia articles that closely
match an input text, consider the example shown in Figure 2. It shows the matrices generated after
implementing SVD on five sample articles that contain seven unique terms in total. k, which denotes
the number of concepts, is set to two. It is emphasized that this is a simplified example presented for
the purpose of illustration only.

Figure 2. An example of SVD for five documents and seven terms.
Note that each diagonal element in S denotes the weight of a concept; i.e., how important the concept
is to the corpus. In the given example, the shaded concept whose weight is 12.4 is the most important,
because it holds the largest value. This concept is mapped to the first column in U and to the first row
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in VT. Similarly, the second concept, whose weight is 9.5, is mapped to the second column in U and to
the second row in VT.
Each column in U indicates the degrees of relevance of each article to the corresponding concept in S.
For example, the first column of U that is shaded in Figure 2 shows that the article titled: "معاهدة أوسلو
(Oslo Accord) ", with the value of 0.58, is the most relevant to the first concept, followed by the article
titled: "..( قرار مجلس األمنSecurity Council Resolution..) ". Likewise, the second column of U indicates
that the article titled: " ( الدوري اإلسبانيSpanish League)", with the value of 0.71, is the most relevant to
the second concept. Zero elements in U indicate articles irrelevant to the corresponding concepts in S.
On the other hand, each row in VT refers to the degrees of relevance of each term to the corresponding
concept in S. For example, the first row in VT that is shaded in Figure 2 reveals that the term " دولة
(State(" is the most relevant to the first concept, because it has the highest value, while the term " مباراة
(Match)" from the second row in VT is the most relevant to the second concept.
Knowing this relationship between U, S and VT matrices, SVD can tell which Wikipedia articles most
closely match a set of query terms. Given a set of terms as input, the first step will be to create a TFIDF vector of input query and find its representation as a new row of the low-rank document-term
matrix approximation. Then, similar articles can be discovered by computing the cosine similarity
between the new input vector and the other entries in this matrix.

6. MAPPING INPUT TEXT TO RELEVANT WIKIPEDIA ARTICLES
The implementation of SVD on the content of Arabic Wikipedia, as explained above, is performed
only once and the SVD outputs are maintained in memory to form the core of the tag recommendation
system shown in Figure 1. The system is now ready to take a short Arabic text as input and generate a
ranked list of relevant tags as output. The input text will undergo the same text preprocessing steps
applied on the Wikipedia content, including cleansing, normalization, stemming and stop-word
removal. It is then converted into a sparse vector with TF-IDF weights of terms.
Let d be the TF-IDF vector of input query. We would like to map d into its representation in the SVD
space,

,

by applying the following transformation [6]:

The next step is to find documents in U that are most similar to . This can be achieved by computing
the cosine similarity between and every row in U. The cosine similarity is employed, because it is
simple, very efficient to evaluate especially for sparse vectors and gives normalized values in the
range from 0 to 1. Documents that achieve highest cosine similarity scores refer to Wikipedia articles
that are most relevant to input text. The next step will be to use these articles to generate
recommended tags.

7. TAG GENERATION AND RANKING
Up to this point, input text should have been matched with relevant Wikipedia articles by using SVD
outputs. These articles are ranked from the most to the least relevant based on the similarity to input
text. Then, recommended tags are extracted from the titles and categories of these articles. While titles
tend to be more specific and unique, categories are often more generic and referral to broader subject
areas. Thus, tags selected from both titles and categories make a list of diversified and complementary
descriptors covering both specific and broad subjects pertaining to the input text. However, number of
titles and categories obtained from articles could be large. Thus, they should be filtered and ranked to
get only the most relevant ones. The algorithm we use to filter and rank titles and categories can be
explained as follows:
Let D = (d1,d2,..di,.., dn) be an ordered set of documents obtained from SVD, where i indicates the rank
of d; i.e., its relevance to the input text. Let A={a1, a2,..,am} be the set of terms in input text and B={b1,
b2,..,bk} the set of terms in the title of d. Then, each title of di is scored using the following Equation:
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where ti is the title of di.
is the number of terms occurring in both A and B. Based on this
equation, each title is weighted based on criteria that consider both the overlap between the title and
the input text and the rank of the document. That is, a title is scored higher if it shares more terms with
input text and belongs to a highly ranked article based on SVD. Note that the above measure assures
that each title has a non-zero score even if it has no overlap with the input text. This is necessary,
because a title that does not overlap with the input text can still be relevant. Scores of titles are then
normalized by being rescaled to have values between 0 and 1.
After scoring titles, we now move on to score categories. Since documents obtained from SVD can
collectively have a large number of categories, it is necessary to choose only most relevant ones. In
addition, we cannot rely on the overlapping of texts to filter categories as we did with titles. Categories
are less likely to be included in the target text, because they often describe broader subjects or general
classifications. Instead, categories are filtered based on their frequency in articles so that categories
that occur more often are prioritized. The score of a category c is computed using the following
Equation:

where D is the set of documents obtained from SVD. Based on this equation, the score of a category
ranges from 0 to 1, where the category gets the score of 1 if it appears in all documents in D.
Finally, titles and categories are grouped and ordered based on their normalized scores. In our
experiment, the number of recommended tags for each input text was limited to the top ten tags. Table
2 shows the tagging results for a sample input tweet including the top scored titles and categories.
Only shaded tags, which got the highest scores, are recommended to the end user.
Table 2. A sample input tweet with the tagging results as generated by our approach.
(The difference between the programmer and the graphic designer) الفرق بين المبرمج ومصمم الجرافيك
Top titles
Top categories
)Graphic Design( تصميم الجرافيك
)Computer Science( علم الحاسوب
)Programmer( مبرمج
)Graphic Design( تصميم الجرافيك
Multimedia ( فريق العمل إلنتاج برمجيات الوسائط المتعددة
)Computer Professions( مهن الحاسوب
)Production Team
)Computer Science( علم الحاسوب
)Programmers( مبرمجون
)Graphic Designer( مصمم جرافيك
)Communication Design( تصميم االتصال
)Graphics( رسوميات
)Computer Engineering( هندس الحاسوب
)Information Design( تصميم المعلومات
)Media Careers( مهن وسائل اإلعالم

8. EVALUATION
The objective of the evaluation is to assess the extent to which our tag recommendation approach can
suggest tags relevant to the input Arabic text. Existing approaches for tag recommendation have been
evaluated either by exploiting tags previously assigned by the users as a ground truth [66]-[67] or
manually by relying on external users to evaluate the recommendations [57], [68]-[69]. In this work,
we used the second approach, because we are not aware of any dataset of pre-tagged Arabic short texts
that we can compare our results to. In addition, we emphasize that comparing LSA with other textsimilarity measures is out of the scope of this work. The differences between semantic similarity
measures have been experimentally explored in several studies [70]-[71]. Instead, we focus on the
problem of short Arabic text tagging and use LSA as an unsupervised approach to achieve this purpose
due to its output that facilitates similarity calculations.
Thus, we created a dataset consisting of 100 tweets selected randomly from three different domains:
sports, technology and news. The tweets were classified as follows: sports: 36 tweets, technology: 41
tweets and news: 23 tweets. These tweets were used as input to the recommendation approach. The
output for each tweet was a set of tags ordered by the system based on the relevance to the input tweet.
Only top ten tags per tweet were considered in the evaluation. Thus, 1000 recommendations were
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collected in total for the 100 input tweets. These recommendations were then rated by human experts.
As tweets were categorized into three distinct domains, each group of tweets was rated by two experts
in each domain. Experts rated each tweet as either "relevant" or "irrelevant". Only tags that both
experts agreed upon were considered in the evaluation. Finally, 993 tags rated by experts were
considered for the evaluation process. Table 3 shows sample tweets from our dataset. The complete
dataset including the tweets, the generated tags and the ratings of experts can be downloaded from:
https://github.com/YousefSamra/ShortTextTagging and instructions can be found on:

http://tiny.cc/op50iz.
Table 3. Sample tweets from the dataset.

Subject
Sports

Tweet

صد
ّ موقع قويّ بين تشيلسي ومان سيتي وليفربول يتر
A strong match between Chelsea and Man City and Liverpool stalks
Technology
سيانوجين مود رائدة تطوير رومات األندرويد
CyanogenMod is a pioneer in the development of Android ROM
News
 الصحفي محمد القيق يواصل إضرابه عن الطعام بسجون الصهاين: فلسطين المحتل
Occupied Palestine: Journalist Muhammad Al-Qeeq continues his
hunger strike in Israeli prisons
8.1 Experimental Settings
The experiment was carried out in a computer lab consisting of 20 laptops, all with the specifications
shown in Table 4. The laptops were all connected to a single LAN and controlled and scheduled by
Apache Spark framework installed on a master computer. The cluster was used to operate the code for
pre-processing the Wikipedia content and performing LSA. After getting the outputs of SVD, the
system became ready to take a short text as input and to produce tags rapidly as outputs.
Table 4. Specifications of laptops used in the experiment.
Machine
CPU
RAM
OS

HP laptop
Core i7 2.6 GHz
6 GB
Windows 10, 64bit

8.2 Evaluation Metrics
In tag recommendation, the most important result for the end user is to receive a list of
recommendations, ordered from the most to the least relevant. So, we used three metrics that are
commonly used to evaluate recommendation systems [72]-[73]. These metrics are:
Precision at position k (P@k), where k denotes the number of recommended tags for each tweet. We
aim to explore how the precision is affected when changing the number of tags to be examined. P@k
is computed using the following equation:

Mean Average Precision (MAP): The average precision for the query q is computed using the
following equation:

where, m is the total number of results for the query q and P@k is the precision at position k. The
mean average precision for a set of queries is the mean of the average precision scores for each query:
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Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): While the first two metrics emphasize the quality of the top k tags, the
MRR focuses on a practical goal, which is how deep the user has to go down a ranked list to find one
useful tag [74]. MRR is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for a sample of queries N and is
calculated using the following Equation:

where

refers to the rank position of the first relevant tag for the i-th query.

Average processing time: To assess the efficiency of the system, the average time required to tag each
tweet was recorded .This is the time elapsed from inputting each tweet until the tags are generated.
The above evaluation metrics were then calculated according to the rates obtained from the experts.
Table 5 shows how the metrics were calculated for a sample tweet. It shows the ordered list of
recommended tags (10 tags), along with the experts’ ratings of each tag and the calculated values of
metrics.
Table 5. Expert ratings and evaluation metrics for a sample tweet.
RR

AP@k

P@k

Experts’ rating
(relevant =1,
irrelevant = 0)

1

0.82602

1
0.5
0.666667
0.75
0.8
0.833333

1
0
1
1
1
1

0.857143

1

0.875
0.777778

1
0

0.7

0

 توقف خدم واتس اب عن العمل على:2017 واتساب
 اكتشف ان كان هاتفك من القائم.بعض الهواتف
(WhatsApp 2017: WhatsApp has stopped
working on some phones. Find out if your
phone is on the list)
)WhatsApp( واتسآب
1
)Snapchat( سناب شات
2
)Instant Messaging( تراسل فوري
3
)iOS Software( برمجيات آي أو إس
4
)Android Software( برمجيات أندرويد
5
Multi-platform ( برمجيات متعددة المنصات
6
)Software
Communication ( برمجيات اتصال
7
)Software
)Instant Messaging( مراسل فوري
8
Blackberry ( برمجيات بالك بيري
9
)Software
)Symbian Software(  برمجيات سيمبيان10

8.3 Results and Discussion
Table 6 shows the evaluation results. A total number of 933 tags were gathered and assessed by
experts. 658 out of 933 were assessed as relevant, giving an AP@10 of 71.94%. Our approach also
achieved a MAP of 84.39% and a MRR of 96.53%, indicating that the tagging approach achieved high
precision.
Table 6. Evaluation results.
Number of generated tags @ k=10
Number of correct tags
AP@10
MAP
MRR
Avg. processing time

933
658
71.94%
84.39%
96.53%
2.54 sec.

In addition, the average processing time was 2.54 seconds. This result indicates that the approach is
suitable for real-time usage, especially when considering the huge size of Wikipedia content and the
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intensive computations involved. When using sufficient computing and storage resources, LSA
becomes an efficient text-mining technique, because it creates and uses a low-dimensional
representation of the original document-term matrix [16].
The tagging performance was also explored across different subject domains. As shown in Table 7, the
values of MAP and MRR for the three subject domains were close, indicating that the approach
performed well in the three domains. This result indicates that the Arabic Wikipedia can be a
reasonable choice as a background knowledge for open-domain tagging due to its generality and
coverage of a wide range of topics.
Table 7. Results across different subjects.
Subject

No. of tweets

MAP

MRR

Sports
Technology
News

36
41
23

80.81%
85.85%
87.12%

95.46%
96.83%
97.83%

Figure 3 depicts how the average precision (AP@k) changes as k changes from 1 to 10. The precision
is highest when k=1 and then declines consistently as k increases. This indicates that the approach
often orders tags according to their relevance so that most relevant tags come on the top of the list.

Figure.3 AP(1-100)@k(1-10).
To further explain our results, generated tags were inspected thoroughly to identify the main sources
of strengths and weaknesses. The following discusses the main observations:
Term ambiguity: One challenge of any automatic tagging service is the ability to resolve word
ambiguity and pick tags that conform to the context of the input text. The approach showed good
performance with respect to handling polysemy; i.e., recognizing terms that have different meanings in
different contexts, as was evident from several examples. Consider the following tweet: "  أخشةى:زيدان
 أن يسقط لاير مدريد مجةددا- Zidane: I am afraid Real Madrid will fall again": The name " ( زيةدانZidane)"
could refer to many public figures, such as a French former player, a philosopher and an actor.
However, the approach suggested the tag "( زيةن الةدين زيةدانZinedine Zidane)" which refers to the
intended person. In another example, the tweet " .. مواعيد العمل في معبر الكرام بعد غةد- Working hours at
Al-Karamah crossing after tomorrow.." was associated with the tag "( جسةر الملةك يسةينKing Hussein
Bridge)" which is the alternative name of Al-Karamah crossing between Palestine and Jordan. Tags in
the previous examples were consistent with the context and the intended meanings of input terms. This
can be attributed to the LSA's ability to base similarity scores on a deeper understanding of the corpus.
LSA can capture Wikipedia concepts and associate articles with relevant concepts. When the input
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text is compared with articles, it will be able to recover the relationship between terms, such as " لاير
( مدريةدReal Madrid)" and " ( زيةدانZidane)" based on the co-occurrence of both terms in articles
associated with the same concepts. However, there were a few cases where the approach failed to
resolve ambiguity and thus generated false tags. For example, the tweet: " ملعب كرة قدم في قطر على شكل
بيت شعر..- A football stadium in Qatar in the form of Bedouin tent.." was tagged with: " ( قافيةrhyme)",
"( إيقاع شعريPoetric rhythm)", "( شعرPoetry)" and "( مالعب كرة قدم في قطرFootball stadiums in Qatar)".
While the first three tags are not related to the context, the fourth is relevant, but is ranked lower. This
result can be explained by the lack of articles discussing both sports and football stadiums in Qatar.
The ability of LSA to handle polysemy is often proportional to the number and depth of articles
covering the ambiguous terms. In addition, our implementation of LSA does not consider the
diacritization of Arabic[75], which is the process of restoring the diacritical marks, for handling
morphological and syntactic ambiguity. Thus, the approach was not able to distinguish the difference
between the words "( ِش ْعرPoetry)" and "ش ْعر
َ (Hair)".
Synonymy: One of the advantages of LSA is its potential to recognize synonyms and alternative words
by condensing related terms [76]. This advantage was evident in many results, where the approach
could recommend synonyms of terms from the input text. For example, the tweet " بريطانيةا عاجةل#
لندن بريدج للقطارات والمنطق المحيط بسبب تحذير أمنةي#  إغالق محط- Britain urgent: London Bridge station
and the surrounding area have been closed due to a security warning ", was tagged with the terms:
"( المملكة المتحةدةUK)","( إنجلتةراEngland)". Similarly, the tweet ".. المعةالج أكرةر المنتجةات تعقيةدا ي اليةوم- The
processor is the most sophisticated product today.." was tagged with the following terms " ويدة المعالج
( المركزيCPU)" and " ( تصميم ويدة المعالج المركزيCPU Design)", which are all synonyms of the term "
(The Processor) "المعالج. A common limitation of content-based recommendation techniques is the lack
of novelty, because they extract tags from the own content of the target text. This limitation
significantly diminished in our approach, because tags were extracted from Wikipedia articles rather
than from the target text.
Tag selection procedure: As explained earlier, the proposed approach uses a tag selection procedure
that considers both titles and categories of articles. This combination of titles and categories often
resulted in tags that varied in generality and covered both narrow and broad topics. For example, the
tweet " روائي وقاص وصحفي فلسطيني تم اغتياله علةى يةد الموسةاد الصةهيوني: غسان كنفاني- Ghassan Kanafani: a
Palestinian novelist, storyteller and journalist assassinated by the Mossad " had the following tags in
order: "( غسةان كنفةانيGhassan Kanafani)", "أدبةا وكتةاب فلسةطين- Authors and writers of Palestine" and
"الصةراع العربةي اإلسةرائيلي- Arab-Israeli Conflict". The first tag is a title of an article, while the rest are
categories. In another example: " شةرك أوراكةل المتصصصة بحلةول قواعةد البيانةات وتكنولوجيةا المعلومةات بلتةت
 مليةار دوالر168  قيمتهةا- Oracle, which specializes in database solutions and IT, valued at $ 168 billion "
was tagged with the following terms in order: "( أوراكةةلOracle)"," نظةةام إدارة قواعةةد البيانةةات العالئقية
(Relational Database System)"," ( "تقنيTechnique) and " ( بيانات ضةصمBig Data)". The first two tags in
the former example refer to titles, while the last two are categories. In both examples, titles are
generally more concise and descriptive than categories, while categories are more generic and can give
a broad insight into the subject area pertaining to the tweets. This can fulfil the interests of users that
may vary with respect to the desired specificity of results.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work presents an approach for tag recommendation of short Arabic text. It uses LSA to uncover
the latent concepts within Wikipedia and to provide scores of similarity between documents, concepts
and terms. The LSA model was used to find Wikipedia articles that best match with the target text.
Tags are selected from titles and categories of retrieved articles to provide recommendations covering
both specific and broad topics. In addition, selected tags are ranked based on several factors that
include the overlap between the title and the input text, the rank of corresponding articles and the
frequency of category in articles.
The evaluation of the approach by assessing resultant recommendations against expert judgments has
proved the effectiveness and efficiency of the approach. In addition, the inspection of results has
provided an insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the approach. The contribution of this work is
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two-folded: First, it tackles the problem of open-domain and real-time tag recommendation for short
Arabic text, which is a problem that remains briefly addressed in the literature. Second, it exploits
Wikipedia as a comprehensive source of tags and analyzes it by using LSA to match the input query
with relevant articles. To our knowledge, little effort has been devoted to leveraging the Arabic
version of Wikipedia with LSA for tag recommendation.
There are many directions to extend this work: First, we aim to improve the tagging results by testing
techniques other than LSA, such as LDA and supervised approaches. Second, we may explore the
unique challenges associated with the Arabic language, such as the diacritization of text and its impact
on results. Third, we may explore the use of LSA with Wikipedia for other applications, such as
question answering and text summarization. Third, we aim to deploy the proposed tagging service and
integrate it with social media platforms in order to evaluate it at a larger scale.
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ملخص البحث:
لقةةةةةةد اكتسةةةةةةب موضةةةةةةوع عمةةةةةةل بطاقةةةةةةات اقتبةةةةةةاس مةةةةةةن النصةةةةةةوص اهتمامةةةةةةا ي متزايةةةةةةدا ي كطريقةةةةةة
للةةةةةةةةربط بةةةةةةةةين البيانةةةةةةةةات مةةةةةةةةن شةةةةةةةة نها أن تةةةةةةةةدعم اسةةةةةةةةترجاع المعلومةةةةةةةةات وتصةةةةةةةةنيفها .ولحةةةةةةةة ّل
المشةةةةةكالت المتعلقةةةةة بالقيةةةةةام بةةةةةذلك يةةةةةدويا ي لهةةةةةرت تقنيةةةةةات لتسةةةةةهيل األمةةةةةر علةةةةةى المسةةةةةتصدمين
عن طريق توفير قائم من البطاقات التي تقتبس من النصوص.
وتجةةةةةدر اإلشةةةةةةارة الةةةةةةى أن غالبيةةةةة الطةةةةةةرق القائمةةةةةة التةةةةةي تسةةةةةةتصدم لهةةةةةةذا التةةةةةر إنمةةةةةةا تركةةةةةةز
علةةةةةى الحقةةةةةل أو المجةةةةةال كمةةةةةا أنهةةةةةا تعةةةةةالج نصوصةةةةةا ي طويلةةةةة  .وتشةةةةةكل الطةةةةةرق المعتمةةةةةدة علةةةةةى
الحقةةةةةل او المجةةةةةال تحةةةةةةديا ا
ت ج ّمةةةةة بسةةةةةةبب نقةةةةة المعرفةةةةةة الشةةةةةامل والحسةةةةةةابات المعقةةةةةدة التةةةةةةي
تتضمنها.
عةةةةةالوة علةةةةةى طلةةةةةك قةةةةةد ينطةةةةةوي التعامةةةةةل مةةةةة النصةةةةةوص القصةةةةةيرة علةةةةةى بعةةةةةض اإلشةةةةةكاليات
سةةةةةمات اإليصةةةةةائي منهةةةةةا .ومةةةةةن ييةةةةة اللتةةةةة انصةةةةةبت الجهةةةةةود
نظةةةةةرا ي لصةةةةةعوب اسةةةةةتصالص ال ّ
المبذولةةةةة بهةةةةةذا الصصةةةةةوص علةةةةةةى النصةةةةةوص اإلنجليزيةةةةة  .أمةةةةةا القيةةةةةةام بعمةةةةةل بطاقةةةةةات اقتبةةةةةةاس
مةةةةةن النصةةةةةوص المكتوبةةةةة بالعربيةةةةة فلةةةةةيس بةةةةةاألمر اليسةةةةةير لصةةةةةعوب معالجةةةةة تلةةةةةك النصةةةةةوص
و ُ
ش ّح مصادر المعرف باللت العربي .
هةةةةةةذا العمةةةةةةل يقتةةةةةةره طريقةةةةةة للقيةةةةةةام بهةةةةةةذر المهمةةةةةة بالنسةةةةةةب للنصةةةةةةوص القصةةةةةةيرة بالعربيةةةةةة .
وتسةةةةةةتصدم الطريقةةةةةة المقتريةةةةةة موسةةةةةةوع "ويكيبيةةةةةةديا" العربيةةةةةة كصلفيةةةةةة معرفيةةةةةة مةةةةةةن أجةةةةةةل
عمةةةةةةل بطاقةةةةةةات اقتبةةةةةةاس مقتريةةةةةة مةةةةةةن نصةةةةةةوص قصةةةةةةيرة .ويسةةةةةةتفاد مةةةةةةن تحليةةةةةةل الةةةةةةدالالت
الكامنةةةةة فةةةةةي األلفةةةةةال فةةةةةي تحليةةةةةل نصةةةةةوص قصةةةةةيرة مةةةةةن الموسةةةةةوع المةةةةةذكورة وإيجةةةةةاد فقةةةةةرا ا
ت
لهةةةةةا عالقةةةةة بالنصةةةةةوص المدخَلةةةةة  .بعدئةةةةة اذ يةةةةةتم انتقةةةةةا البطاقةةةةةات المتعلقةةةةة بةةةةةالن ّ مةةةةةن العنةةةةةاوين
والفئات الصاص بتلك الفقرات ومن ثم ترتيبها وفق درج عالقتها بالن ّ .
تةةةةةم تقيةةةةةيم الطريقةةةةة المقتريةةةةة بنةةةةةا ي علةةةةةى التقةةةةةديرات الممنويةةةةة لهةةةةةا مةةةةةن الصبةةةةةرا بتطبيةةةةةق طلةةةةةك
علةةةةةةةى ( ) 993بطاقةةةةةةة  .وألهةةةةةةةرت النتةةةةةةةائج أن الطريقةةةةةةة المقتريةةةةةةة أيةةةةةةةرزت معةةةةةةةدّل متوسةةةةةةةط
دقةةةةةةةة قةةةةةةةةدرر ( )% 84.39ومتوسةةةةةةةةط رتبةةةةةةةة عكسةةةةةةةةي قةةةةةةةةدرر ( )%96.53واشةةةةةةةةتملت الدراسةةةةةةةة
علةةةةةةى مناقشةةةةةة مستفيضةةةةةة للنتةةةةةةائج التةةةةةةي توصةةةةةةلت إليهةةةةةةا إللقةةةةةةا الضةةةةةةو علةةةةةةى نقةةةةةةاط القةةةةةةوة
والضعف للطريق المقتري .
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